Abstract. The paper considers second kind integral equations of the form
APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF SECOND KIND INTEGRAL EQUATIONS ON INFINITE CYLINDRICAL SURFACES
, the boundary of a section of the interior of S of length 2 a , is also discussed. Conditions on k are obtained (in particular, implying that K commutes with the operation of translation in the direction of the cylinder axis) which ensure that I-K is invertible, that I -K a is invertible and (I -K a ) -1 uniformly bounded for all sufficiently large a, and that a φ converges to φ in an appropriate sense as ∞ → a . Uniform stability and convergence results for a piecewise constant boundary element collocation method for the truncated equations are also obtained.
A boundary integral equation, which models three-dimensional acoustic scattering from an infinite rigid cylinder, illustrates the application of the above results to prove existence of solution (of the integral equation and the corresponding boundary value problem) and convergence of a particular collocation method.
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1. Introduction. We are concerned in this paper with second kind integral equations of the form (1) ,
and their numerical solution, in the case when S is an infinite cylindrical surface with arbitrary cross-section in three-dimensional space. In equation (the ) ( ∈ ) ( S BC 1 g space of bounded continuous functions on S) is assumed known and ) (S BC ∈ φ is to be determined. We abbreviate (1) in operator form as (2) φ φ K + = g and make sufficient assumptions on the smoothness of the surface S and on the behaviour of the kernel k (k is continuous or weakly singular) so that K : BC(S) → BC(S) is bounded but not compact. In particular, we suppose that } R ∈ , ∈ ) , ( : ) , , {( = Integral equations of the form (1) frequently arise when reformulating linear elliptic boundary value problems in the interior or exterior of S as boundary integral equations. We consider an example of this type in Section 4 of the paper, in which acoustic scattering by an infinite rigid cylinder is investigated, with where Ω is the interior of , and f is any given continuous function on
and such that
is a smooth surface of class (see Figure 1 ). Let
Cross-section through the surface S_.
For and let V + x denote the translation of the set V by the
vector x, and let be the unit vector in the x Figure 2) . Note that S a is a smooth closed surface of class (6) .
A crucial requirement for the theory developed is a translation invariant assumption on the kernel function k, that, for all (x, y) }, :
We analyse, in Section 2 of this paper, the approximation to (1) (   :  )  (   3  3  2  1  3  2  1   3  3  2  1  3  2 
is defined by (9) , a a a a K E φ φ + = g which we will refer to as the "truncated" version of (1) .
In Section 2 we construct a partial theory of the solvability of equation (1) and of the truncated equation (9) . Theorem 2.8 suggests that the existence of a solution to the truncated equation for all sufficiently large a depends not just on the unique solvability of the original integral equation (1) but also on that of the "half cylinder" equations obtained by replacing S by S±. Specifically, it shows that I -K a is invertible and uniformly bounded for all sufficiently large a provided I -K, I -K + and I -K_ are injective. These conditions also ensure the invertibility of the original operator I -K (Corollary 2.9), so that the spectrum of K is contained in the union of {0} and the sets of eigenvalues of K, K + , and K -. This result may be powerful for establishing existence of a solution to equation (1) and, in the case when (1) is a boundary integral equation, for establishing existence of solution for the corresponding boundary value problem formulation. These points are illustrated by the example in Section 4.
In Section 3 we consider the numerical solution of the integral equation on S a , defining by
w h e r e a n d i s a n i n t e r p o l a t o r y p r o j e c t i o n o p e r a t o r o n t o a s p a c e n a n Integral equations on smooth closed bounded surfaces in R 3 and their numerical treatment have a wide literature: see Colton and Kress [9, 10] for that part relevant to the acoustic scattering example of Section 4. The piecewise constant collocation method discussed in Section 3 is the most commonly used boundary element method (Brebbia et al. [6] ). For integral equations of the class discussed in this paper on smooth bounded surfaces, the stability and convergence of this boundary element method can be analysed using standard results from the collectively compact operator theory of Anselone [1] , To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first attempt to develop a theory for integral equations of the form (1) and their numerical solution. Our arguments generalise ones in collectively compact operator theory [1] . Our assumptions, results, and methods of proof are closest to those of Atkinson [5] , Anselone and Sloan [2] [3] [4] , and Chandler-Wilde [8] , who consider the approximate solution of integral equations on the real line.
The Original and Truncated Equations
We s u p p o s e t h r o u gh o u t t h a t , f o r a l l a n d
satisfies the following assumptions, A1-A4:
Note that Assumptions A1-A3 imply that (11) bounded and equicontinuous,
T is compact if T is bounded), and
From A1-A3 we have also the following technical lemma:
is well denned and
as with x fixed. Applying Al, it follows that +∞ → t
as with x = and fixed. But, by Assumption A3
, so that as
gives rise to a similar result concerning the integral over 
then, for all sufficiently large n,
for each n, then the convergence ψ → n ψ is strict convergence in the sense of Buck [7] . 
for each n, and .
T h e n , f o r s o m e s u b s e q u e n c e
for all sufficiently large n. 
f o r a l l s u f f i c i e n t l y l a r g e n , w h e r e a n d
Applying Assumption Al and recalling the definitions of Ψ and we obtain Φ 
□ We apply the above compactness and continuity properties first of all to give a condition for the continuous dependence of φ on g in equation (1), in the case
exists and is a bounded operator on (I -K)BC(S).
{ }⊂ , and thus 
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By Assumptions Al and A2, and from the definition of , Φ
The same upper bound applies to ) x ( E K sup n a n a 1 _ n a n a
The next theorem is a criterion for the existence of a solution to equation (9) for all sufficiently large a ≥ A and the uniform stability of the approximate inverse operators.
T (20) and (21) in Case (a), (22) and (23) 
H E O R E M 2 . 8 . I f a n d a r e i n j e c t i v e , t h e n

K I − exists and is a bounded operator on BC(S), so that equation (1) has a unique solution φ for all g Є BC(S
0 → x φ as ∞ → x , then . R a a 0 → ∞ _ φ φ
Numerical Solution of the Truncated Equations.
In this section we extend the arguments of Section 2 to investigate the convergence of a simple piecewise constant finite element collocation method applied to the truncated equation (9) in the limit and , where h is the diameter of the largest element of the
For T ∈ ∑ bounded we call Π = a mesh on T if, for each i,
For a mesh II let h( ) denote the diameter of the largest element of Π Π . Given a sequence {T n : n ∈ N} Σ ⊂ (each T n bounded) and a mesh
on T n , for each n, one can construct a sequence of piecewise constant interpolation operators {P n : n ∈ N}, where P n :
where is a given interpolation point in . ,...., 2 , 1 ,... 1 ,
then, for each A > 0 and all sufficiently large n,
We have the following lemma, analogous to Lemma 2.4, a continuity property of the operator sequence { } ) (n K , where Pψ . Throughout the remainder of the section we suppose that the following additional assumption is satisfied:
A5. {P n } and are denned by (26) and (27), with
and {a n } . Also,
Suppose that Assumption A5 is satisfied and, for n ∈ N, define a piecewise ,
Sloan [12] proposed using the iterated collocation solution rather than the collocation method approximation. The iterated collocation solution, , is ) ( ) ( 
, by Remark 3.1.
We now present results on the stability and convergence to φ of the iterated collocation solution,
. Our results are discrete versions of Theorems 2.6-2. 
Proof. Let g∈ BC(S) and define the sequence as above.
Since
, by Lemma 2.3 there exists a subse- 
, we can find a sequence , 
4. An Application to Acoustic Scattering. We apply the results of the previous sections to the case in which S is the surface of an acoustically rigid cylinder embedded in a homogeneous fluid occupying D, the exterior of S.
For T let n (x) denote the normal to T at x, directed into the exterior of T, ∑ ∈ and let D T denote either the interior or the exterior of T. Following Colton and Kress [9] , let (D ℜ T ) denote the linear space of all complex functions ) (
(i) the normal derivative on the boundary exists in the sense that the limit
BC(T).
Consider the scattering of an incident acoustic wave, bounded and continuous on S, and of angular frequency ω ( time dependence). This gives rise to the t iω e following boundary value problem for the space dependent part of the scattered field.
where is the incident i u field) as is C. We will assume throughout that Im ∈ κ κ > 0, so that the medium of propagation is lossy. The results we obtain apply only partially to the case Im κ > 0. This boundary value problem can be reformulated as a boundary integral equation. Define G(x,y) by equation (4) . For R > 0 let B R := } : 
Letting h 0, and utilising equations (29), (30), and (33), we see that → 
where g := 2 U|s ∈ BC(S). This equation is of the form (1) with k(x,y) given by (3) . Using a mixture of elementary and standard arguments (e.g. [9, p. 50]) it can be seen that k, given by (3), satisfies Assumptions A1-A4 (for details see Peplow [11] ).
In order to apply the results of the previous sections we need also to consider the same integral equation but with S replaced by S + , S -or S a , for some a > 0. We will show uniqueness of solution of equation (36), and of the same equation with S replaced by S + or S -, by using the following uniqueness result for corresponding boundary value problems. Note that this result, in particular, shows that BVP1 has at most one solution. 
Applying Green's first theorem to υ and in the region utilising and taking the imaginary part, we obtain
and applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain (42) . ) ( (9), with k defined by (3), have at most one solution. Note that in this next theorem and through to the end of this section K T is defined by equation (6) with k defined by (3). We give a fairly brief version of the proof of Theorem 4.2 -the result is in any case standard in the case T bounded [9] -for further detail see Peplow [11] . (36) with g = 0, then υ satisfies BVP1 with F = 0, can be extended (see Peplow [11] ) to show that BVP1 and the integral equation (36) 
